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MODELING  TOOLS  IN  THE  DESIGN  PROCESS

Cristian PISARCIUC

Abstract: This paper summarizes the evolution of modeling technology, and provides a status report on
solid modeling. It discusses some issues that indicate how little we really know about design and about
the interplay between design and manufacturing. Contemporary modeling systems are most useful for
refining and documenting nearly finished designs and for driving a growing array of computer aided
manufacturing modules but they provide little help in the early, conceptual stages of design.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Design is the first major step in a product’s life cycle,
and design is often the main determinant of a product’s
manufacturability, saleability, serviceability, and longevity.

Fig. 1 shows an idealized product cycle. Design be-
gins with an indication by a customer that a new product
is needed. Sales and marketing define a new or revised
product in terms of functional requirements, price or
volume trade-offs, and other similar parameters. At con-
ceptual design time, the desired performance parameters
(e.g., weight, size etc.) are only loosely defined. Pro-
ducibility parameters (e.g., testability, process stability)
are even less well defined, and supportability parameters
(reliability and repairability) are least defined. Design
and engineering convert the set of perceived needs and
market constraints into complete specifications, a design,
for a deliverable product.

Manufacturing planners then produce specifications for
the product’s manufacture (typically process and inspec-
tion plans, numerical control programs etc.), and these
are executed to produce a product that is then marketed.

Design is often the pivotal operation in the product
cycle because it establishes a match (a compromise)
between the initial marketing goals and a product’s de-
liverable functionality, economic producibility, main-
tainability, and longevity. Obviously, the design poten-
tials of individual companies are strong determinants of
their long-term viability in a competitive world.

Although a multitude of commercial, cultural, and
historical factors influences the companies design capa-
bilities, the primary intrinsic determinants are the skills
of the designers and the tools and methods that they use.
The principal focus in this paper is on tools, specifically
modeling tools, because these are understood well
enough to admit technical assessment and forecasting.
While design methods and designers’ skills are at least as
important as tools, they are poorly understood and are
covered only briefly and somewhat indirectly.

Computer-aided design (CAD) and computer-aided
manufacturing (CAM) systems have proliferated in the
mechanical industries over the past decades, and within
each lies a modeling system of some kind. Although
advances in computing and graphics technology paced
the early progress in CAD and CAM, progress in the past
decade has been paced mainly by advances in modeling
and in understanding of how to use models.

2. MECHANICALLY  ORIENTED  MODELING
SYSTEMS

Contemporary modeling systems are concerned primarily
with geometry. They provide means for defining the shapes
of components and sometimes allowable shape varia-
tions, for positioning component representations to define
assemblies, for calculating properties (appearance, mass,
etc.), and, when linked to CAM modules, for generating
manufacturing process data such as NC programs.
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In current industrial practice, four coupled bodies of
information define a finished design for a product:
1. Ideal-form (shape) specifications for the component

parts,
2. Associated variational specifications (tolerances)

(these first two items taken together are equivalent to
detail drawings),

3. Component combination specifications (assembly
drawings),

4. Material and finish specifications.
Performance specifications rank as collateral infor-

mation or as part of the design process documentation [1].
They cannot be part of the design definition unless con-
sistency with the four components can be guaranteed, in
which case performance specifications are redundant
(because they are derivable from the design definition).
Manufacturing and assembly process specifications are
not included in the design definition.

Current object modeling theory and technology can
handle items 1, 3, and 4, at least in principle (i.e., subject
to the geometric coverage, complexity, etc., limits already
noted.) but item 2, tolerances, remain a problem area.

These systems can be analysed in terms of the generic
geometry system shown in Fig. 2 [2]. Representations
(models) of objects are built from definitional data sup-
plied by users, and procedures are evoked by user com-
mands to compute properties and do other useful work.
The users may be humans, as is almost universally the
case in design, or programs, increasingly the norm in
manufacturing applications, where modeling systems are
used as utilities by programs that simulate the motion of
robots, check the correctness of NC programs, and so
forth. The effectiveness of systems of the type shown in
Fig. 2 is set mainly by the intrinsic power of the internal
representation schemes, what can be represented, and
with what fidelity, and by the procedures that can be
deployed to calculate useful results. Nearly all of the
early systems carried ambiguous representations that
required human interpretation to be useful, whereas the
solid modeling systems carry unambiguous representa-
tions that permit many calculations to be automated, at
least in theoretically.

Solid modeling is well known by the use of valid and
unambiguous representations of solids and because of
that will replace forever wireframe technology. Solid
modeling has the potential to support the automation of
almost all conventional technical tasks done in industry,
from detailed strength analyses through graphic render-
ing to the automatic planning of machining and assembly

operations and the programming of tools to do the work.
The most two frequently used schemes for solids model-
ling are: boundary representations (b-reps), in which
solids are represented by sets of faces that enclose them
completely, and constructive solid geometry (CSG), in
which solids are represented as Boolean combinations
(unions, differences, and intersections) of simple primi-
tive solids.

Four other unambiguous schemes for representing
solids are known and used, often in conjunction with
those presented above, for certain kinds of applications:

– Spatial Enumeration. A solid is represented (usually
approximated) as a union of quasi-disjoint box- shaped
cells filled with matter. The cells may be of uniform size
or of varying sizes if generated by recursive binary spa-
tial subdivision. Enumerations of the latter type may be
organized as logical trees, called quadtrees in two dimen-
sions and octrees in three dimensions.

– Cell Decompositions. A solid is again represented
as a union of quasi-disjoint cells, but now each cell may
have a distinctive shape, if it is homeomorphic to a
sphere. Triangulations are the simplest form of cell de-
composition, and finite element meshes are the most
widely used engineering materialization.

– Sweeping. A solid is represented as the spatial re-
gion traversed (swept-out) by either an area or a solid
moving on a spatial trajectory. Although sweeping is
central to modeling motional processes such as machin-
ing and robotic assembly, there are many open mathe-
matical and computational questions surrounding it.

– Primitive Instancing. This is a formalization of the
family of parts concept. A solid is represented as a par-
ticular member of a family, for example the family of
single-diameter round shafts with oil grooves, by sup-
plying appropriate numerical parameters to a family-
specific collection of formulas for displaying members of
the family, calculating their mass properties, and so on.

There are many areas where 3D solids are useful but
they are used mostly for automatic finite-element analy-
sis (FEA) or NC machining. There are several ap-
proaches to the problem of FEA, with one of the most
promising being a two-stage process using quadtree or
octree enumeration [3] to mesh the interior of a solid,
followed by boundary traversal to extend the interior
mesh to the surface of the part based on diagram pre-
sented in Fig. 3 [4].

The solid modeler shown in Fig. 3 is delivering part
geometry and, through an attribute facility, loading and
boundary conditions. The modeler also generates the
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quadtree or octree approximations used in the meshing
procedure, plus other aids for managing the process.

NC machining simulation or NC program generation
can be easily done for a given a solid. The driving rela-
tion is:

1i i iW W V−= − , (1)

where: Wi is the workpiece after (simulated) execution of
the i NC command; Vi is the spatial region swept by the
cutter on the i command.

Consequently, a simple simulator reads an NC pro-
gram block by block and displays the workpiece after
each command, and user watches the displays and tries to
spot problems (collisions, invasive machining, etc.).

Automatic NC program verification seeks to do two
things: detect problems without recourse to human ob-
servers, and determine automatically whether the final
machined part W is identical to the desired part P. The
latter goal, attainment test (W = P ?), is easy to do in a
solid modeler in principle, but there are computational
subtleties. Automatic problem detection is done by ap-
plying two different kinds of tests at each stage of a
simulation. Spatial problems are detected by various
intersection tests, P ∩  Vi being the relation for testing
invasive machining.

The detection of technological problems, such as
cutter breakage or violation of tolerance constraints,
mainly requires force calculations that are done indi-
rectly. For example, Ri = Wi – 1 ∩ Wi is the solid actually
removed (made into chips) by the i command, and the
volume of Ri can be calculated automatically by a mod-
eler’s mass-property module. From this and the known
cutting conditions, such as path length, and feed rate, an
average material removal rate can be calculated. From
the removal rate and other data, it is possible to estimate
the average forces on the cutter and hence.

3. USER  ENVIRONMENT  AND  INTERFACES

Early CAD/CAM systems were designed to be electronic
drafting boards. T square, compass, and triangle were
replaced with pointing devices (cursor, mouse, etc.) and
command menus whereby users could create lines, circles,
arcs, free-form curves, and text. Users could establish
relations between elements of a drawing, for example,

making one element parallel, perpendicular, or tangent to
another and could copy, rotate, translate, save, and delete
entities. These drafting interfaces came to be highly
engineered, convenient, and fast as computer graphic
technology advanced, but they enforced almost no
model-based discipline on the user. These systems could
be used to draw anything, because there were no under-
lying mathematical models of any object of higher order
than curves.

When wireframe systems appeared, drafting interfaces,
generally, were extended rather than redesigned, to ex-
ploit the mathematical rules governing wireframe structures.

The advent of solid modeling forced serious thought
to be given to the design of user interfaces for several
reasons. First, many solid modelers emerged from the
research laboratories with command language interfaces
rather than graphic interfaces. As a result, there was an
interface design to do, since engineers often resist pro-
gramming and insist on graphics. Second, solid geometry
is usually created in chunks or whole blocks and cylin-
ders, rather than through lower order lines and arcs.
Therefore, the highly engineered drafting interfaces
became largely irrelevant. Finally, solid modeling re-
quires three-dimensional thinking and visualization
skills; thus, 3D displays (perspective line drawings and
shaded images) are almost essential, because defining
entities in three dimensions is more difficult than in two
dimensions, and working through two-dimensional views
is not often the best approach. Contemporary solid mod-
elers have solid-oriented graphic interfaces. These are, in
essence, graphic versions of simple command languages
that permit primitive solids to be instantiated from
menus, positioned through rigid motions and coordinate
system declarations, and combined through Boolean
operations. Many systems also provide means for ex-
truding and swinging closed planar contours into trans-
lational or rotational symmetric solids. The newest inter-
faces offer other features such as countersunk holes and
various kinds of slots and pockets as definitional primi-
tives. They also offer relational facilities that would, for
example, allow a user to put face A of solid B against
face C of solid D (matting) and supports constrained
design, wherein critical parameters of parts are found
automatically by solving systems of equations.

As noted earlier, programs for automatic finite-
element analysis, machining simulation, and others also
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use modeling systems. As a result, programs are likely to
be the major users within a decade [5]. Formal languages
are the appropriate interfaces for such programs also for
humans who wish to design parametrically. Languages
are becoming highly developed for modelers with CSG
input facilities (because representational validity is easy
to guarantee in CSG).

4. CONCLUSION

Modern CAD/CAM systems are best suited to the final
tuning and detailing of parts and products and as sources
of data for increasingly automated manufacturing proc-
esses; they provide little help in the early, conceptual
phases of design.

Solid modeling is the best technology for defining
mechanical components and products unambiguously if
certain theoretical gaps (especially tolerancing) and tech-
nological limitations (geometric coverage, speed, com-
plexity limits) can be overcome. Contemporary solid
modeling systems provide good support for analytical
procedures that can be used to verify final designs and to
optimize parametric (nearly final) designs.

However, current systems do not provide much sup-
port for the conceptual and preparametric phases of de-
sign, which are wholly unautomated at present. Human
designers may find a future generation of systems that
admit incompletely specified solids, implied solids, and
solids defined through constraints to be more friendly,
but difficult research problems must be solved before
such systems appear.

Automation of the manufacture and assembly of me-
chanical goods is progressing systematically, with two
kinds of modeling playing key roles. Until several years
ago, the automation of manufacturing process was con-
centrated at the effectors (e.g., at the machine tools). The
requisite upstream support in the form of manual process
planning, machine tool and robot programming, etc., was
expensive unless production runs were long. The key to
this automation seems to lie in finding effective compu-
tational models for processes (machining, forging, dex-
trous assembly, etc.).

Solid modeling provides unambiguous definitions of
what is to be made and also provides directly or through
coupled analytical procedures models of the effects of
processes on solids.

Lower-level (feature, process) models provide primi-
tives for planning automation that eventually should
produce complete sets of plans and programs for making,
inspecting, and assembling parts automatically.

Mechanical design automation and, more fundamen-
tally, the understanding of mechanical design in a scien-
tific sense are progressing slowly. Consequently, can be

noticed a growing technological inequality, with manu-
facturing striding ahead of design in terms of both scien-
tific understanding and automation. One of the major
gaps in the understanding of design is the lack of means
for modeling mechanical function in a manner that links
functions to form.

In the view of design and manufacturing, form is
central. It defines a part or product as a spatial entity and,
when a material specification is added, as a physical
entity. Designers, using processes we understand poorly,
bring on form from functions. Manufacturing planners,
using processes we understand better, but still not well
enough, induce fabrication from form. Broadly speaking,
the backward mappings from fabrication to form through
process simulation and from form to function through
analysis are better understood than the forward mappings.

In current industrial practice, form specifications –
designs – carry no explicit representations of function
and no explicit specifications for manufacturing and
assembly. Thus, modern part prints and assembly draw-
ings or their solid modeling equivalents include no de-
scriptions of what parts are supposed to do and how they
interact functionally (as opposed to spatially) with other
parts. Similarly, there are no form specifications such as
mill slot A 10 mm wide or mill slot A of part B to mate
with slider C of part D. In current practice, holes, slots,
and almost all aspects of form are defined wholly geo-
metrically through toleranced parameters of surface sub-
sets (threads and a few other process-defined features are
exceptions).
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